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Introduction
This easy-read document provides a quick reference guide to the Fermanagh Omagh Community Plan
2020 Update.
In the full version, you will read how the coronavirus pandemic changed our lives dramatically and how
partners have adapted their service delivery models as a result. How the NI Executive’s ‘New Decade,
New Approach’ Agreement will provide stronger alignment between the PfG and local Community
Plans and our own alignment to the UN Sustainable Development Goals. A timeline for the Community
Planning Review is identified and our purpose, shared values and principles are incorporated.

Priority actions for next 18-24 months
Six population report cards, one for each outcome, can be viewed at
www. fermanaghomagh.com/communityplanning/
A full list of actions with action leads and target key customer groups
are available in the full version of the review document.
Outcome 1

An overview of the make-up of our district and the Community Planning Partnership is also detailed, at
length, in the Review document.
The Review document identifies the 6 Outcomes and key priorities identified following the impact of
Covid-19. We have identified 9 customer groups who were most impacted by the pandemic. An overview
of the Outcomes Based Accountability approach is given, an agreed language discipline and the 38
population indicators are listed.
The Community Planning Review document, updates our first Community Plan published in March 2017
and has been informed by an extensive period of reflection and review, involving all stakeholders; further
public consultation; and by the findings of our first Statement of Progress published in November 2019.

Supporting Positive Mental Health through Community & Water-based activities
Outcome 2

Older people lead more independent, engaged and socially connected lives
Digital Upskilling and provision of a safe space to access technology
Provide virtual and physical activities to reduce loneliness and social isolation for Over 60’s & Promote
Positive Ageing

Outcome 3

Our communities are inclusive, safe, resilient and empowered
Tackle food poverty and enhance food security for people in financial stress and low incomes
Support for Advice Services - Ensure people in financial stress can access benefit advice, support and
legal representation to challenge decisions, and manage their debts effectively

This review identifies the partnership actions which we will collectively focus on in the short to medium
term.

The Community Plan sets out our
Vision for the district, which we
aim to achieve by 2030...

Our People are Healthy & Well - Physically, Mentally & Emotionally

Work in partnership to address fuel poverty
Reduce the digital divide through enhanced promotion of digital solutions; bridging the digital gap in
education with appropriate adjustments to resources
Working in Partnership to prevent homelessness
Equip the community and voluntary sector to support vulnerable people over the next 12-18 months
Increase frequency and access to accessible community transport, specifically for rural residents
Outcome 4

Our people have the best start in life with lifelong opportunities to fulfil their potential
Increase community awareness of the impacts of Adverse Childhood Experiences so as to develop
Trauma Aware Communities

Outcome 5

Our economy is thriving, expanding and outward looking
Provide mentoring and training to support SME’s, including social enterprise, to return to trading so
that employment opportunities can be sustained and to encourage growth
Town Centre Recovery Plans
Progress workforce development to enhance skills and grow the talent pipeline for continued
economic growth
Support for Tourism business

Our shared Vision
Our Vision is of a welcoming, shared
and inclusive Fermanagh and Omagh
district, where people and places
are healthy, safe connected and
prosperous, and where our
outstanding natural, built and
cultural heritage is cherished
and sustainably managed.

Brexit Preparedness
Outcome 6

Our outstanding and culturally rich environment is cherished, sustainably managed and
appropriately accessible.
Partnership working with communities to build environmental awareness and activities
Commitments to support climate change mitigations by building on the reduction in travel and use of
online working in workplaces

All 6 Outcomes

Partnership Data and evidence – associated to COVID-19 response
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Community Planning and Performance Team
Fermanagh and Omagh District Council
Fermanagh Office:
Townhall, 2 Townhall Street,
Enniskillen, Co.Fermanagh
BT74 7BA

Omagh Office:
The Grange, Mountjoy Road,
Lisnamallard, Omagh, Co.Tyrone
BT79 7BL

Telephone Community Planning and Performance Team on

0300 303 1777

or Textphone

028 8225 6216

community.planning@fermanaghomagh.com

fermanaghomagh

@fermanaghomagh

